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 What is       ?  

•  A free Open Source software analysis package 
developed for molecular biology 

•  Programs share a common look and feel 
•  Incorporates many small and large programs  
•  Easy to run from the command line 
•  Retrieval of sequence data from the web  
•  Easy to call from other programs(e.g. perl) 
•  Easy to set up behind GUIs and Web interfaces 



 Scope of applications    

•  There are many EMBOSS programs (200+) 

•  Many sequence analysis & display programs 

•  Protein 3D structure prediction being developed 

•  Other programs e.g enzyme kinetics 



  What is wEMBOSS?       

•  A web interface to the EMBOSS package  
for sequence analysis 

 
•  It’s developed by Martin Sarachu (Argentina)  
 and Marc Colet (Belgium) 
 



  Feautures of  wEMBOSS: 

•  Each user has a separate and private 
workspace. 

•  Organize your work by creating projects and 
subprojects 

•  Results saved for easy recover & review 
•  Inline help 
•  Keyword search for programs and 

documentation. 



Create a project 
•  wEMBOSS uses the concept of projects 
•  nucList & protList are automatically created (add 

names of the sequences you wish to access) 

Select project 

Create new files, view,  
edit, remove… 

Create new projects 
and subprojects 

Upload files 



Project files 
•  Create a new file and paste the sequence or upload sequence 
•  Add sequence name to nucList or protList 



Selection of programs/files 
•  Drop-down menu with 

all available programs 
•  Select a program by 

clicking on its name. 
 

•  Choose a sequence to 
work with from: 
 - list selector: to select a 
sequence from nucList or 
protList 

  - local computer file: to 
upload a file from your 
computer 
 - EMBOSS database: to 
access a sequence from a 
server 

 



Project results 
•  Results automatically viewed and saved 



  Help within wEMBOSS: 

Search 

Manual 

wossname 

Hold mouse 
over program 



wEMBOSS program: wossname 
•  Easy to forget a program name 
•  To find programs, use wossname 
•  wossname finds programs by looking for keywords in the 

description or the name of the program 



wEMBOSS program: seqret 
•  Reads in a sequence and writes it out 
•  Reformat sequences 
•  Get sequences from databases 



wEMBOSS program: showdb 
•  Displays information of the currently available databases 

 
 



Examples of other wEMBOSS 
programs 

•  Pairwise alignment -Dotup 
•  Global and local alignment – needle, water 
•  Protein translation – plotorf, getorf, transeq 
•  Protein fingerprint - pscan 
•  Primers - eprimer3 
•  Microsatellites -equicktandem 

 



Pairvise alignment - Dotup 
•  One sequence is represented on each axis and significant 

matching regions are distributed along diagonals in the matrix.	




wEMBOSS program: water 
•  Does a local alignment of two sequences 

 
 



wEMBOSS program: plotorf 
•  Translates sequences to 6 open reading frames. 

 
 



Pick primers -eprimer3 



Find microsatellites - equicktandem 



Start working on the tutorial 


